The Johns Hopkins Guides are a series of comprehensive references, created by the experts at Johns Hopkins Medicine. Each of the resources can be downloaded as a mobile app to tablets and smartphones and contain frequently updated, evidence-based recommendations that help raise the standard of care.

Johns Hopkins ABX Guide is the #1 Ranked Infectious Disease App
– Clinical Infectious Diseases

Johns Hopkins ABX Guide

The official ABX (Antibiotic) Guide contains quick-to-read, detailed coverage of infectious diseases including drugs, vaccines, specific infections, pathogens, and more.

NEW! Johns Hopkins Psychiatry Guide

Consult the Psychiatry Guide for disease, drug, and treatment details. Review recommendations from the renowned PHIPPS Clinic consistent with the latest diagnostic criteria.

Johns Hopkins Diabetes Guide

The Diabetes Guide answers difficult diagnostic and treatment questions. Search specific diagnoses, classifications, and complications anytime and anywhere.

Johns Hopkins HIV Guide

Specialized resource for HIV-related answers with information on antiretroviral therapy, opportunistic infections, complications, treatment guidelines, medications, and pathogens.

From the Johns Hopkins POC-IT Center. For more information go to www.hopkinsguides.com.
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Subscriptions to any of the mobile guides include web access, allowing you to find the answers you need using any web browser.

The official Johns Hopkins Guides website features the same evidence-based information contained in the apps along with access to selected MEDLINE Journals, the Johns Hopkins CME program, medical news, and more.

Experience the official Johns Hopkins Guides at: www.hopkinsguides.com

Group discounts and site licenses are available.
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